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ABSTRACT

The prevailing notion among Jungians and psycho -
logical type theorists is that Jung understood feeling
and the feeling function to be rational but not logical.
The present essay suggests that this notion may be
rooted in a misunderstanding, not shared by Jung, of
what logic actually is. The authors conclude that Jung
always meant to convey that feeling and the feeling
function are both rational and logical.
Note: For the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) instrument, the eight preference categories
are the following: Extraversion (E) versus Introversion (I), Sensing (S) versus Intuition (N), Thinking
(T)  versus Feeling (F), Judging (J) versus Perceiving (P). 

INTRODUCTION

Jung’s treatment of feeling and the feeling function raises

several matters of definition and application, many of
which have been discussed in depth by previous inter-
preters. In what follows, the authors consider one aspect
of this matter that appears to have gone unremarked
upon until now.

Jung spoke and wrote in complex and nuanced
ways about the nature of feeling and the feeling func-
tion. In five cases he explicitly described feeling or the
feeling function as logical. In the many other instances
in which he dealt with the nature of feeling or the feeling
function, he made no explicit reference to the logicality
of feeling, focusing instead on its rationality and the
ways in which it differs from the thinking function.
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This apparently uneven record would seem to
leave some room for debate about what Jung actually
meant. Those Jungians and psychological type theorists
who have offered thoughts on the subject have argued
that, in the end, Jung meant to communicate that feel-
ing and the feeling function are rational but not logical.
Based on analysis rooted not so much in Jungian lore,
but in the annals of logic, this paper will argue that Jung
meant only one thing: Feeling and the feeling function are
both rational and logical. 

WhATJUNgACTUAllySAIDANDWROTe

Six times between 1916 and 1933, Jung spoke or wrote
about the logic of feeling or the feeling function. The
first instance was in a 1916 lecture (1972, Appendix 
II, footnote 1) at the Zurich School for Analytical
Psychology. Jung published this first statement about
feeling and logic in French that same year and in
English in 1917:

The disposition to exclusiveness is encouraged
no less by rationalism. The essence of this con-
sists in the flat denial of whatever is opposed to
one’s own way of seeing things either from the
logic of the intellect or from the logic of feeling.
(1972, para. 483)

It is not clear whether Jung was speaking here
about the feeling function or about feeling more gener-
ally defined, although he himself seems to link them
intimately. (See the 1928 lecture below.) 

The fourth appearance of the connection of feeling
and logic came in a 1928 lecture (1971, Appendix, Part
3, footnote 1) to the Congress of Swiss Psychiatrists.
Jung published this statement in 1931:

Once they (sensation and intuition) are distin-
guished from feeling, it becomes quite clear that
feeling values and feeling judgments—indeed,
feelings in general—are not only rational but 
can also be seen as logical, consistent, and [as] 
discriminating as thinking. (1971, para. 953)

The authors believe this statement to be central to
a coherent understanding of his position and will have
more to say about this below. For now, two preliminary
points to note: (1) Jung implies here that feeling values
and feeling judgments are distinct. It will be important
to understand the precise relation he sees between
them. (2) Similarly, it is critical to unpack the relation-
ships between rationality, reason, discrimination, logic,
and consistency. It may turn out that Jung’s usage is not
fully consistent, even in the passages cited here.

Jung repeats his comment almost verbatim five
years later:

But if they (sensation and intuition) are separated
from feeling, it becomes quite clear that feeling
values and feeling judgments—that is to say, our
feelings—are not only reasonable, but are also as
discriminating, logical and consistent as thinking.
(1933, p. 91)

Between 1921 and 1964 Jung also made a number
of statements about feeling and the feeling function that
made no mention of logic, either focusing on the ration-
ality of the feeling function or differentiating between
thinking and feeling: 

Feeling is primarily a process that takes place
between the ego and a given content, a process,
moreover, that imparts to the content a definite
value in the sense of acceptance or rejection
(“like” or “dislike”). (1971, para. 724)

Feeling, therefore, is an entirely subjective
process . . . a kind of judgment, differing from
intellectual judgment in that its aim is not to
establish conceptual relations but to set up a sub-
jective criterion of acceptance or rejection. 

Feeling is distinguished from affect by the fact
that it produces no perceptible physical innerva-
tions, i.e., neither more nor less than an ordinary
thinking process. (1971, para. 725). 

Feeling, like thinking, is a rational function, since
values in general are assigned according to the
laws of reason, just as concepts in general are
formed according to these laws. (1971, para.
727). 

The intellect proves incapable of formulating the
real nature of feeling in conceptual terms, since
thinking belongs to a category incommensurable
with feelings; in fact no basic psychological 
function can ever be completely expressed by
another. That being so, it is impossible for an
intellectual definition to reproduce the specific
character of feeling at all adequately. (1971, para.
728). 

The nature of valuation by feeling may be com-
pared with intellectual apperception as an apper-
ception of value. (1971, para. 729) 

Active feeling is a transfer of value from the sub-
ject; it is an intentional valuation of the content
in accordance with feeling and not in accordance
with the intellect. (1971, para. 729)  
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mean it, is a judgment without any of the obvious
bodily reactions that characterize an emotion.
Like thinking, it is a rational function. (1954,
para. 502)

When I use the word “feeling” in contrast to
“thinking,” I refer to a judgment of value—for
instance, agreeable or disagreeable, good or bad,
and so on. Feeling as I mean it, is (like thinking)
a rational (i.e., ordering) function . . . . (1964, 
p. 61)

The authors’ research has uncovered no admission
by Jung of any inconsistency between or among his 
svarious statements about the basic nature of the feeling
function.

hOWJUNgIANSANDTypeTheORISTS

hAvehANDleDJUNg’SSTATemeNTS

ONFeelINg

Jungians. All the Jungians whose work this study has
reviewed would seem to agree that—taking all Jung’s
references into account—his final take on the feeling
function is that feeling is rational but not logical: 

Hillman notes that Jung considered feeling “a
function of consciousness . . . that likes, relates,
makes judgments, connects, denies, evaluates” (1979,
p. 84). “The feeling function is that psychological
process in us that evaluates” (1979, p. 90). “Like
thinking it [feeling] must rationally organize percep-
tions and judge them; unlike thinking it [feeling]
judges by values” (1979, p. 91). 

As it [feeling function] develops, there forms in
us a subtle appreciation of values, and even of
value systems, and our judgments of feeling then
rest more and more on a rational hierarchy,
whether it be in the realm of aesthetic taste, ethical
goods, or social forms and human relationships.
Although these systems of values and the judg-
ments coming from them are not logical, they are
rational. (1979, p. 91, italics the authors’)

“Although feeling does not operate in syllogisms,
there is an exactitude and demonstrable reason to 
its operations” (1979, p. 91, italics the authors’). He
writes (with a nod to Pascal) that the feeling function
is “the reason of the heart which the reason of the
mind does not quite understand” (1979, p. 110). 

Giannini writes: “Feeling types, or the feeling
aspect in us, loves the narrative as a basis for action,
rather than the logic which thinking prefers” (2004,
p. 154). He continues: 

. . . thinking should facilitate cognition and judg-
ment, feeling should tell us how and to what
extent a thing is important or unimportant for us
. . . . (1971, para. 900).

The process of recognition can be conceived in
essence as comparison and differentiation with
the help of memory. When I see a fire, for
instance, the light-stimulus conveys to me the
idea of “fire.” As there are countless memory-
images of fire lying ready in my memory, these
images enter into combination with the fire-
image I have just received and the process of
comparing it with and differentiating it from
these memory-images produces the recognition;
that is to say, I finally establish in my mind the
peculiarity of this particular image. In ordinary
speech this process is called thinking. The
process of evaluation is different. The fire I see
arouses emotional reactions of a pleasant or
unpleasant nature, and the memory-images thus
stimulated bring with them concomitant emo-
tional phenomena which are known as feeling-
tones. In this way an object appears as pleasant,
desirable, and beautiful, or as unpleasant, dis-
gusting, ugly, and so on. In ordinary speech this
process is called feeling. (1960, paras. 290 and 291)

Sensation establishes what is actually present,
thinking enables us to recognize its meaning,
feeling tells us its value, and intuition points to
possibilities as to whence it came and whither it
is going in a given situation. (1971, para.958)

(N.B. The statement above appears in print in 1931
only five paragraphs after the assertion about feeling’s
logic.)

Now the “dreadful” thing about feeling is that it is,
like thinking, a rational function. (1954, para. 23)

. . . conscious feeling is a rational function of 
discriminating values. (1954, para. 45) 

Thinking and feeling, being discriminative func-
tions, are rational. (1971, para. 983)

. . . a third function (feeling) which states
whether it suits us or not, whether we wish to
accept it or not.” (1958, para. 246)

What I mean by feeling in contrast to thinking is
a judgment of values: agreeable or disagreeable,
good or bad, and so on. Feeling so defined is not
an emotion or affect, which is, as the words con-
vey, an involuntary manifestation. Feeling, as I
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Principally, because of the above confusions,
Jung also found it difficult to show that feeling is,
along with thinking, a rational function. Yet feel-
ing is as pointed, direct and consistent in its own
way as thinking. However, in its mode of operating,
it is not logical but evaluative.” (2004, p. 155; ital-
ics the authors’)  

The crucial difference between thinking and feel-
ing is that one is objective and logical and the
other subjective and evaluative. (2004, p. 155)

Note that both Hillman and Giannini reject
Jung’s explicit claim (referenced earlier) that “feeling
judgments—indeed, feelings in general—are not only
rational but can also be seen as logical, consistent,
and discriminating as thinking” (1971, para 953).
Hillman, in making his case, identifies logic with “syl-
logisms” (1971, p. 91). Giannini assumes that an eval-
uative function is necessarily different from a logical
one (2004, p. 155). It will be argued below that this
was not Jung’s position, and that by reassessing these
core assumptions a coherent interpretation emerges.

Other Jungians who—the authors submit—
share, either implicitly or explicitly, the view that feel-
ing is rational but not logical include: Beebe (1992a;
1992b); Mattoon (1981); Singer (1972); von Franz
(1993), Wheelwright (1971/1973); Whitmont (1969);
Willeford (1987); and Wilmer (1987; 1994). 

In the works reviewed in this study, none of the
authors refers to any of the statements by Jung that
connect feeling and logic.

Psychological Type Theorists. Similarly, all of
the psychological type theorists whose work is
reviewed in this study take the view that feeling is
rational but not logical.

Myers writes that humans have two ways of
coming to conclusions: 

One way is by the use of thinking, that is, by a
logical process, aimed at an impersonal finding.
The other is by feeling, that is by appreciation—
equally reasonable in its fashion—bestowing on
things a personal, subjective value. (1980, p. 3)

McCaulley notes: 

Thinking is the function that links ideas together
by means of concepts, making logical connec-
tions. Feeling is the function that arranges the
contents of consciousness according to their
value. (1981, p. 300)

Quenk argues: 

People who prefer to make their decisions
through feeling tend to focus on people-centered
values relevant to the problem at hand and
include in the decision-making process factors
that may not be logically relevant to the problem.
They are most interested in the feeling or value
consequences of a decision. Remember that feel-
ing in Jung’s system does not refer to emotions.
However, people with a preference for feeling are
more likely than those with a preference for
thinking to include their own and others’ emo-
tional reactions in the decision-making process.
(1993, p. 29)

Other type theorists who, in the view of the
authors, share the idea that feeling is rational but 
not logical include: Hirsh and Kummerow (1998);
Kroeger & Thuesen (1988); Sharp (1987); and Spoto
(1989). 

In the works considered in this study, none of
the writers refers to Jung’s statements about feeling in
ways that connect it to logic.

ANAppAReNTANOmAly

McDonald, apparently alone among the scholars of
psychological type, at least takes note of Jung’s 1928
statement (1971, para. 953) connecting feeling and
logic. However, in her commentary on this passage
she makes no reference whatsoever to the word “log-
ical.” In every other definitional reference she makes
to the feeling function throughout her dissertation,
she, like every other scholar we surveyed, views the
feeling function as rational but not logical (1997, 
pp. iii, 4, 8, 73, and 82).

ITTURNSONhOWJUNgUNDeRSTOOD

“lOgIC”

As suggested above, the authors of the present article
take exception to the commonly held, “rational but
not logical” view of Jung’s definition of feeling. It is
the authors’ contention that this view arises from the
interpreters’ misunderstanding of Jung’s use of the
term logic. 

Before one can make sense of Jung’s association
of logic and the feeling function, one would do well
to gain a thorough grounding in the traditional
understanding of “logic,” so far as one exists. In the
Western tradition logic has primarily been associated
with the codification of reasoning in the form of
acceptable rules of inference, argument, or proof.
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(This understanding, derived from Aristotle, is cap-
tured in Hillman’s association of logic with syllogistic
reasoning noted above.) While there is disagreement
about the ground on which these principles rest (e.g.,
Russell says the world; Boole, the mind; and Sellars,
Rorty and Brandom, our culture), there is unanimity
about the centrality of logic to argument. As Salmon
puts it, “Logical analysis is concerned with the rela-
tionship between a conclusion and the evidence given
to support it” (1984, p. 1). This focus permits exten-
sion beyond the familiar deductive principles codi-
fied in Aristotle’s syllogistic. The scope of logical
analysis extends as far as does the relation of evidence
to conclusion. It therefore allows for inductive or
probabilistic arguments with their associated logic. 

Some, like Northrup, extend the scope of “logic”
much further. He writes: 

Logic is also conceived broadly in this volume to
include any form of knowing in religion and art
as well as the sciences proper. Thus the Oriental
method of immediate apprehension, close to
aesthetic sensitivity, which the experts in
Oriental ways of knowing call the method of
intuition, is treated here as falling under logic.
This intimately relates logic to art, to culture
and to the humanities generally, including reli-
gion. It also relates logic and scientific method
to the relation between the knower and what he
is knowing in the subject matter in question.
(1971, p. vii)

It seems, however, that by reconstruing the term
“logic” in this way, one changes the subject, setting
the wrong course in considering Jung’s comments
about the feeling function being logical. When one
speaks of the feeling function, since the focus is on
the grounds of one’s value decisions, the concepts of
argument and inference seem strangely out of place.
Nor does evidence seem to be a helpful wedge in
understanding Jung’s association of logic with the
feeling function. The thinking function marshals 
evidence and makes decisions on this basis (cf.
Giannini’s statement above). This is, one might argue,
a definitive characteristic of the thinking function. So
if the concept of logic is inexorably linked to argu-
ment, Jung seems to have placed himself in a tight
spot. This is perhaps why so few commentators have
taken seriously his explicit statements to the contrary.

But this is not the end of the story. Logic does
deal with argument; more centrally, it deals with the
relationships between statements (or, in Jung’s day,
concepts). It tells us what sets of statements are 

“logically acceptable.” The answer will depend upon
the sort of logic one adopts, but the central point is
that an approach that separates logic from arguments
opens the door to an understanding of Jung’s remarks.

In the first instance, the logic one follows allows
one to distinguish those sets of statements that are
consistent (or coherent) from those that are not. It
provides a criterion for consistency. Standard proposi-
tional logic, for example, tells us that any set of state-
ments that includes a statement and its negation (or
some typographical variant of its negation) is an
inconsistent set. One can then go on to define the
notion of a valid argument based on this primitive
concept of consistency. In quantificational logic, the
definition of inconsistency expands with the expan-
sion of the logical vocabulary. Propositional logic is
constrained to render the following sentences as distinct
and therefore consistent propositional atoms:

All men are mortal.
Some men are immortal.
By contrast, the granularity of quantificational

logic sees them as logically inconsistent compounds.
The same holds for further extensions of logic such as
modal logic, deontic logic, inductive logic, fuzzy logic
and more. The richer our logical vocabulary, the finer
grained our notion of consistency.

The fundamental point is that logic provides
canons for (logically) consistent assertions. Logic does
not tell us what should be asserted. It tells us what
sets of statements are logically incoherent and cannot
be jointly asserted on pain of logical inconsistency.
Understood in this way, Jung’s apparently odd claim
that feelings are not only reasonable, but are as logi-
cal as thinking is unproblematic. It is worth noting
that Jung himself seldom refers to logic alone. He uses
it as one member of a triad: discriminating, logical,
and consistent.

TheBOTTOmlINe

The feeling function is logical because it involves the
classification or categorization of things. It involves,
in Jung’s own words, “a kind of judgment, differing
from intellectual judgment in that its aim is not to
establish conceptual relations but to set up a subjec-
tive criterion of acceptance or rejection” (1971, para.
725). In the Kantian argot, it is a function of the 
faculty of understanding rather than the faculty of
intuition. (For the Jungian analog of the latter, the
authors look to the sensing–intuitive dimension).
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“Judgment” means the application of a (perhaps tacit)
rule. It involves bringing one thing “under” another.

In the case of the feeling function this might
mean making a subjective judgment about the aesthetic
or moral worth of an item or event. It might mean
deciding whether something is beautiful or sublime.
It might mean evaluating an action as right rather
than wrong. In any case, as Jung explicitly states
above, it means accepting or rejecting something on
the basis of its value to us. But there is no reason to
think that this soil is any less fertile for logic than a
decision about “truth” or practical value. 

Following William James, for example, one could
say that feeling involves accepting something as good
in the way of beauty, honesty, righteousness, etc.,
while thinking involves accepting something as “good
in the way of belief” (1995, p. 36). Both involve the
application of a category or a rule, although the basis
for the application differs. Inconsistent value judg-
ments, therefore, make as much sense as inconsistent
factual ones. (It is worth noting that by speaking as he
does, Jung calls into question one of the pillars on
which this questionable fact/value dualism rests. If
Jung is correct, we can no longer use logic as a wedge
that separates thinking “facts” from feeling “values.” A
distinction may remain, but it cannot rest on the
application of logic.) 

One cannot both accept and reject the same
action on the same grounds at the same time. This is
the feeling-function analogy of Aristotle’s law of non-
contradiction. If we make a judgment—be it evalua-
tive or factual, subjective or objective—we cannot at
the same time assert its negation. “Feeling, like think-
ing, is a rational function, since values in general are
assigned according to the laws of reason, just as con-
cepts in general are formed according to these laws”
(Jung, 1971, para. 727, authors’ italics). If it were not
logical in this way, it would then not be rational. Just
as one cannot knowingly maintain inconsistent
beliefs, one cannot knowingly maintain inconsistent
value judgments. This is the logical imperative that
extends across the thinking-feeling boundary.

NeXTSTepS?

Having argued that the feeling function is no less log-
ical, in the traditional Aristotelian sense, than the
thinking function, the authors are keenly aware that
they have said nothing about the precise form that
logic takes or how it operates. Questions abound,

e.g.: Is there more than one such logic? What are its
rules and axioms? In what ways does it add to classical
logic? Could it, like the logic of modalities, be built on
an Aristotelian foundation? Interesting though such
questions be, their answers lie outside the purview of
the present inquiry.

AFTeRWARD

Robert Johnson writes that the feeling function is
painfully wounded in the Western world, that it is “a
casualty of our modern way of life” (1933, p. 5).  He
goes on to suggest that we in the West have difficulty
even discussing the feeling function because “we have
no adequate vocabulary to use” (1993, p. 6).  He
writes (of the inadequate vocabulary of feeling in
English): “A poverty-stricken vocabulary for any sub-
ject is an immediate admission that the subject is infe-
rior or depreciated in that society” (1933, p. 6).

By contrast, he notes that thinking judgment has
been so culturally dominant as to render the feeling
function almost invisible.  Thinking “has given us our
science and the highest standard of living the world
has ever known . . . but at the cost of impoverishing
the feeling function”  (1993, p. 7).  McDonald refer-
ences Johnson several places in developing her view
that the feeling function has been repressed into the
cultural unconscious by the enlightenment and the
scientific revolution. Indeed, the main thrust of her
dissertation seems to be this quest to raise the feeling
function from unconsciousness. She writes: 

My view of how to bring the feeling function to
greater consciousness is to clearly establish an
understanding of it as a rational, judging func-
tion and to facilitate its differentiation as a living
reality for actual people. (1997, p. 235) 

She continues: 

I am convinced that sufficient type development
does not take place for many people, crippling
their natural ability to adapt adequately to real-
ity and to live their lives as effectively as they
might.  If feeling judgment is an element in the
true type of an individual, optimum type devel-
opment cannot take place as long as the feeling
function remains in an unconscious condition.
(1997, p. 236) 

Hillman, Beebe, et al., have taken a somewhat
different line, crediting Jung with a huge achievement
in making the case for the rationality of feeling, rescu-
ing it, as it were, from the intellectual scrap heap of
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the scientific revolution. Hillman writes: 

I would claim for Jung that he did much for 
resurrecting feeling and separating it from the
collective prejudices. Neither Bleuler nor Freud,
the two psychological masters with whom Jung
was most closely associated, clearly separated
feeling from emotion, from passion, from affec-
tivity. (1979, p. 83)

By conceptually differentiating feeling and con-
sidering it a function of consciousness, Jung made
a major contribution to the history or the con-
cept of feeling. It is crucial to the understanding
of Jungian psychology that feeling be brought to
bear upon it. We cannot read Jung by intellect
alone. Conscious comprehension in Jungian psy-
chology means as well feeling comprehension.
(1979, p. 83)

Beebe writes that Jung’s:

recognition that feeling-understanding is as
rational in its aim and design as thinking-

understanding was a landmark in the history of
thought, a break with tradition, because philos-
ophy had always confused feeling with emotion,
denying it the status of reason and mistaking it,
in a misapplied compliment to the feeling func-
tion, for the affective influence of the irrational.
(1992b, p. 23)

All that said, the present authors end up think-
ing that these scholars have not given Jung sufficient
credit. We would argue that he had his hands around
an even bigger idea. 

Editor’s Note: Even more than empirical data, the rich-
ness and complexity of theory, particularly Jungian the-
ory, lend themselves to much interpretation and debate.
This article was presented as a stimulus for scholarly
reflection and conversation. Scholars holding alternative
views are welcome to assemble and support them in their
own articles, which we will be happy to consider for pub-
lication in this Journal.
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